
Iran dossier crosses the Atlantic:  Where to from here?
For several years, certain governments have been calling for the Iran file to be sent from the 
Vienna-based IAEA to the Security Council in New York due to a suspected nuclear weapons 
programme in Iran.  Thanks to an unusual deal brokered around the dinner table of UK Foreign 
Minister Jack Straw, Iran was reported to the Security Council in February 2006, but the Council 
was empowered to act only after the 6 March 2006 meeting of the IAEA Board of Governors. As 
the Iran dossier is about to cross the Atlantic, this document outlines some of the implications of 
various Security Council actions, and the role other actors could play to deescalate tensions building 
around this issue once it gets to New York, as well as some of the implications of various Security 
Council actions. .

The Security Council AND the General Assembly?  

The 24 September 2005 resolution of the IAEA Board of Governors found Iran to be in non-
compliance with its safeguards agreement under the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).  
Paragraph 1 of the resolution finds Iran to be in non-compliance “in the context of Article XII C of 
the Agency’s Statute.” This article requires the IAEA Board to report any non-compliance to both 
the Security Council and the General Assembly.1 Paragraph 2 of the resolution identifies the 
“questions as within the competence of the Security Council, as the organ bearing the main 
responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security.”  

States supportive of sending the Iran file to New York have repeatedly emphasised the procedural 
requirement for the IAEA Board to report any state found in non-compliance to the Security 
Council, but they have overlooked, neglected or deliberately circumvented the role of the General 
Assembly as spelled out in the IAEA Statute and the UN Charter. Given the importance placed on 
procedural process in this case, the correct procedure should be followed.  

The 4 February 2006 resolution adopted by the Board during its emergency meeting 2-4 February 
2006 does not refer to Article XII C or the 24 September resolutions, but rather recalls all 
resolutions adopted by the Board on Iran’s nuclear programme.’ It asks Director General ElBaradei 
“to report to the Security Council all IAEA reports and resolutions, as adopted, relating to this 
issue.” The resolution anticipates the 6 March Board meeting, directing ElBaradei to immediately 
convey his report and any additional resolution passed.

If the General Assembly is not involved in this matter, it will constitute a violation of Article 
XII C of the IAEA Statute, the very clause cited as the mechanism that propels the Iran file 
across the Atlantic.  Not only are there Statutory and UN Charter2 requirements to involve the 
General Assembly, there would be real value in utilizing the capacities and opportunities offered by 
the democratic and representative General Assembly, because UN action or resolutions taken would 
carry the endorsement of the world community.  Indeed, greater collaboration between the General 
Assembly and the Security Council has been called for in several recent documents on UN Reform,3

and also on conflict prevention.4  

  
1 “The Board shall report the non-compliance to all members and to the Security Council and General Assembly of the 
United Nations.”
2 Article 11 of the UN Charter states:  The General Assembly may consider the general principles of cooperation in the 
maintenance of international peace and security, including the principles governing disarmament and the regulation of 
armaments, and may make recommendations with regard to such principles to the Members or to the Security Council 
or both.  
3 Secretary-General’s High Level Panel on Threats Challenges and Change, A/59/565, 2 December 2004, 
4 Secretary- General’s report on Conflict Prevention 7 June 2001 issued jointly to the Security Council and the General 
Assembly, S/2001/574, 1/55/985 A/Res/57/337 General Assembly Resolution on Conflict Prevention of 18 July 2003, 
S/Res/1366 Security Council resolution on conflict prevention, open sessions of the Security Council held on 

http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Board/2005/gov2005-77.pdf
http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Board/2006/gov2006-14.pdf


The Security Council’s Procedure and Structure
It is worth noting that the Security Council1 does not require a 
report from the IAEA or any other body to decide to engage on a 
country situation or thematic policy debate.   Furthermore, a 
resolution from the IAEA Board does not automatically place this 
on the Council’s agenda; only a decision by the Council will add 
the Iran situation to its agenda.  When a country is reported to the 
Council, it does not necessarily mean anything will happen; the 
case of North Korea was reported in 1993 and 2004 with no action 
taken whatsoever.   

Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters are made 
by an affirmative vote of nine members.  Decisions on all matters 
are made by an affirmative vote of nine members, including the 
five permanent members (P5), each of which can veto a resolution 
or decision.  It is worth noting that nine members of the Security 
Council are currently on the IAEA Board of Governors, and all 
voted affirmatively on the 4 February resolution reporting Iran to 
the Security Council.1 Argentina is one of those countries, and will 
be chairing the Security Council in March.  

The UN Charter envisions three functions for the Security Council 
to: 1) make recommendations to disputing parties to encourage the 
pacific settlement of conflict; 2) make recommendations to the 
General Assembly on admission, suspension or expulsion from the 
UN, or on the appointment of the SG or judges to the World Court; 
and 3) make mandatory (binding) decisions when the Council is 
responding to a threat to international peace and security.  

The Security Council can issue three kinds of documents, listed in 
increasing importance and power: Press Statements, Presidential 
Statements and Resolutions. Press Statements and Presidential 
Statements require the consensus of other members, and while they 
are considered of lesser importance than resolutions, these are 
utilized as appropriate starting points for Council engagement on 
an issue, and are used as mechanisms for indicating Council 
unanimity on an issue.  

There are several types of resolutions:  Chapter 6 resolutions are 
decisions pursing the Pacific Settlement of Disputes, and put 
forward Council proposals on negotiation, enquiry, mediation, 
conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional 
agencies, and other peaceful means.   Chapter 7 resolutions are 
decisions for Action with Respect to Threats to the Peace, 
involving use of force and sanctions, complete or partial 
interruption of economic relations, rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic 
radio and other means of communication and the severance of 
diplomatic relations. Resolutions passed under Chapter 7 of the 
Charter are binding on all UN members, who are required to give 
every assistance to any action taken by the Council, and refrain 
from giving any assistance to the country against which it is taking 
enforcement action.   

Given the UN General 
Assembly’s role specified 
under the IAEA Statute, and 
the UN Charter as an organ 
sharing responsibility with the 
Security Council for the 
maintenance of international 
peace and security, the UN 
General Assembly should:

• Convene a session of the 
First Committee on 
Disarmament and 
International Security to 
prepare input and 
recommendations on the 
situation with Iran to the 
Security Council, as is its 
Charter obligation under 
Article 11;

• Establish a Group of 
Governmental Experts to 
inform future General 
Assembly deliberation and 
action that may with to 
solicit input broadly from 
academicians, experts and 
analysts.

• Establishing a joint 
Committee with the 
Security Council to 
advance the “the goal of 
establishing in the Middle 
East a zone free from 
weapons of mass destruction 
and all missiles for their 
delivery” as affirmed by the 
Council in paragraph 14 of 
resolution 687, and noted in 
the 4 February 2006 IAEA 
Board of Governors 
resolution, and the 15 
February 2006 resolution of 
the European Parliament as 
an important step towards 
meeting the security 
concerns of the countries of 
the region.



Security Council Response Options

The Council is unlikely to impose punitive measures immediately on Iran; an incremental approach 
is anticipated.  There are different expectations from various clusters of states, ranging from those 
who may wish to impose sanctions immediately and see sanctions as a continuation of the 
diplomatic process,5 and others who wish to buy more time for a negotiated settlement, who would 
see sanctions as an unproductive and sharp escalation of tension.6 There are EU members on the 
Security Council7 that have taken a relatively passive stance given the strict adherence to the 
practice that the EU vote as a block, and considering the leadership exercised by the EU 38. There 
are three members of the Non Aligned Movement currently on the Council, who are either not 
particularly active on disarmament issues9 but Peru is a member of the Conference on Disarmament 
in Geneva.  

Given the IAEA has been unable to produce evidence of a weapons programme, and given the 
security assessments even by US intelligence agencies that Iran is years away from achieving a 
nuclear weapon, if that is indeed its intention, there is no basis for the Security Council to determine 
the Iran situation as a threat to international peace and security under Chapter VII of the UN 
Charter.  While any Security Council engagement carries the potential threat of sanctions in the 
event of non-compliance, enforcement action under Chapter 7 by the Council will not produce good 
will or voluntary confidence-building measures, and nor would it encourage negotiation or ongoing 
inspections.

Given the above procedures and practices Greenpeace believes that the Security Council should not 
take action that will further escalate tension.  Greenpeace believes that as a first step, the Security 
Council should issue a Presidential Statement:

• Calling on Iran to clarify all outstanding issues with the International Atomic Energy 
Agency a) the scope and chronology of Iran’s past work on P-1 and P-2 centrifuges, b) the 
origins of nuclear contaminants found in Iran, c) past experiments with plutonium and polonium 
and d) the true nature of a variety of meetings between 1987 and the late-1990s as part of Iran’s 
attempt to purchase blueprints and other material and equipment that would assist them in the 
construction and operation of a full-scale uranium enrichment plant, e) questions remaining 
about Iran’s procurement of so-called ‘dual-use’ equipment including discrepancies in 
explanations offered by Iran in response to these questions.

• Inviting regular reports of the IAEA Director General to the IAEA Board, the Security 
Council and the General Assembly;

• Acknowledging the integrity of the IAEA as an independent technical body with an 
essential role in settling the dispute through inspections and active engagement with Iranian 
officials; 

• Encouraging negotiations to recommence, directing Iran and the USA, the two principle 
parties to the current conflict, to normalize relations and diplomatic dialogue that has been 
suspended since 1980 and continues to aggravate the security dynamic, fuel hostility and 
inflame rhetoric, or to take steps towards negotiations;

  
5 US and close allies in the Western Group, such as the UK, France and Germany
6 China and Russia  
7 Greece, Slovakia, Denmark
8 France, Germany and the UK
9 Ghana and Congo



• Inviting the Secretary-General to support and facilitate dialogue, through visiting Iran and 
exercising his good offices through mediation, the establishment of mediation commissions, the 
appointment of a Special Envoy, and providing analysis and reports to the Council on conflict 
prevention strategies;

• Establishing a joint Committee with the General Assembly to advance the “the goal of 
establishing in the Middle East a zone free from weapons of mass destruction and all missiles 
for their delivery” as affirmed by the Council in paragraph 14 of resolution 687, and noted in the 
4 February 2006 IAEA Board of Governors resolution, and the 15 February 2006 resolution of 
the European Parliament as an important step towards meeting the security concerns of the 
countries of the region.

Greenpeace believes that the actions outlined in this paper should be undertaken by the General 
Assembly and the Security Council to resolve this issue through diplomatic rather than military 
means.  


